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Article Body:
At a recent Internet Conference that my sons and I were teaching, I was reminded about one of
What do I mean? Let’s look at a typical day in the life of an Internet Marketer.

9am... you sit down to your computer, with the intent of writing a new website, because you ju

You go through about fifty junk letters.... but look! Here’s a message from some well known In

So I order that ebook, and start to read it, but then the phone rings. It is just a telephone

10am... OK no viruses on my computer. That’s great to know... now I can sit down and get start

Oh look... here’s a system that Mr. X used to rake in $40,000 last night while he was sleeping

Hmm.... seems like it’s another program that says write an ebook on Internet Marketing and sel

Back to work... But you know I DID see something Frank said once about using public domain rep

11am... I better get back to work here. Oops, here comes another e-mail. What? This one says t
OK, I can’t live without that software, I better get it right now.
12pm.... Lunch time, I’ll get back to that website after lunch

Sound familiar? Unfortunately it’s all too familiar for ALL of us. There are so many different

Many of them are good, and many of them could make money for you IF you sat down and really ap

It takes a real discipline sometimes to say no to these tempting offers.... and yes... some of
1. Set aside certain periods of the day that you check your emails and ONLY check your emails

2. Sit down and decide once and for all that you’re going to build a SOLID website, ebook, pro

If that’s the case then GREAT... get it and integrate it into your online model, but if it doe

3. Make a to do list. This letter is an example. It was the number one item on my to do list f

4. Find out what time of the day is the most productive for you and set that time aside for yo

I realize that many readers must juggle their web site efforts with a full time job... but the

5. Resolve here and now that there are many ways that you would be able to make money on the I

You don’t want to repeat the same mistakes again

My sons and I make money in many different ways on the net, but everything we do that is succe

I could ramble on for a long time about this, but I think you get the idea. This entire articl
............ FOCUS
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